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1. Notation table and associated descriptions

Table 1. Notation Table
Notations Descriptions

Input data and processed features
H,W,B Height, width and spectral bands of input 3D HSI patches
xs, ys;S,Sf Support sample and label, Support set and its features
Sk Support set of kth known class
xq, yq;Q,Qf Query sample and label, Query set and its features
Qaug Unknown query features with pseudo-unknown samples
Qdist Euclidean distance of each query from the prototypes
K,U Number of known and pseudo-unknown classes in an episode
m,N Number of support, queries per class for training in an episode
sl, sh Pseudo-known, unknown samples generated in adversarial optimization
P,Pk Known prototype set, prototype for single known class
Py,PU True prototype of a query, prototype for open-space
zl, zh Noise vectors for generating pseudo-known, unknown samples
N (0, σ) General isotropic Gaussian with mean=0, standard deviation σ
σL, σH Standard deviations for generating pseudo-known, unknown samples

Network components and associated hyperparameters
fφ,Oξ Feature extractor, outlier detector
GHθ, DHϕ Pseudo-unknown sample generator and discriminator
GH̃θ

, DH̃ϕ
Clone copy of GHθ, DHϕ

∇GH,∇DH Gradients for pseudo-unknown sample generator and discriminator
GLθ, DLϕ, Pseudo-known sample generator and discriminator
GL̂θ

, DL̃ϕ
Clone copy of GLθ, DLϕ

∇GL,∇DL Gradients for pseudo-known sample generator and discriminator
βL, βH Learning rates for updating original GAN networks
αL,αH Learning rates for updating cloned GAN networks
Io, Ii Iterations to update cloned GAN network parameters
τ Range of sampled episodes

Distance, loss functions and regularizer
d Euclidean distance
Ll,Lh Adversarial losses for generating pseudo-known and unknown samples
LKc Compaction loss to increase known class data density
LOs Outlier scattering loss to increase separation from closed-boundary
γ Hyperparameter (positive) to weight the distance of a outlier from Py

LOc Outlier calibration loss for outlier detector
LFE Loss for feature extractor
λAOL Anti-overlap latent regularizer
ϵ Small positive constant to ensure λAOL >= 0

2. Analysis of AOL regularizer
In MORGAN, two noise vectors zl and zh are sam-

pled from isotropic gaussian distribution with varying stan-
dard deviations, [N (0, σL)] and [N (0, σH)], respectively,
where σL < σH . The angular difference (θ) or similarity
between zl and zh impacts the metric distance between the
generated pseudo known sl and unknown sh samples. Math-
ematically, θ controls the range of the λAOL regularizer to
penalize pseudo-unknown generator GHθ in producing non-
overlapping pseudo outliers and is shown in Fig 1.

Figure 1. The angular difference between two noise vectors, zl
and zh, determines the Anti-overlap regularizer’s value

We define the AOL regularization term in (1) and explain
the following scenarios based on the value of θ.

λAOL = (1 + cos(zl, zh)).max(ϵ, cos(sl, sh)) (1)

Where cos(i, j) = i.j
∥i∥2∥j∥2

represents cosine similarity be-
tween vectors i, j and ϵ is small positive constant (0.00001).
ϵ helps to prevent λAOL to become negative.
Case-1 {θ = 0◦}: The role of the λAOL regularizer is to pe-
nalize the pseudo-unknown generative network (GHθ) heav-
ily when the feature representation of sh becomes equiv-
alent to that of sl produced by the pseudo-known gener-
ative network GLθ. If the cosine similarity of two noise
vectors, zl and zh is very high, the generated adversarial
samples can have identical feature representation or reside
very closely in the metric space. Then, the sole purpose of
using a GHθ to generate sh is lost. Due to high similarity
between zl and zh, cos(zl, zh) becomes one and it makes
λAOL to have a value of 2 × max(ϵ, cos(sl, sh). Further,
if the generated samples are highly similar, λAOL becomes
two as cos(sl, sh) is one. This value is added with the loss
objective, Lh, to penalize the GHθ.
Case-2 {θ = 90◦}: Similarly, for low similarity between
zl and zh or angle between zl, zh is 90◦, cos(zl, zh) be-
comes zero and it makes λAOL to have a value of 1 ×
max(ϵ, cos(sl, sh). However, If the generated samples are
still highly similar, λAOL becomes one as cos(sl, sh) is one.
It is added with the loss objective, Lh, to penalize the GHθ.
Case-2 {θ = 180◦}: In case zl and zh are sampled from



Table 2. 5-shot FSOSR performance comparison using the proposed outlier scattering loss and the reciprocal loss for four HSI datasets
Reciprocal loss Indian Pines Pavia University Salinas Houston-2013

ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC
Reciprocal Loss [2] 93.21±0.14 82.49±0.08 81.59±0.12 80.54±0.16 80.81±0.21 82.62±0.09 84.33±0.17 85.50±0.14 89.52±0.12 81.71±0.22 83.55±0.15 85.49±0.12
Scattering Loss (Ours) 95.09±0.18 90.43±0.24 95.59±0.12 81.11±0.19 92.18±0.18 92.98±0.14 86.64±0.09 93.70±0.11 94.99±0.11 83.64±0.21 92.18±0.14 95.17±0.16

quite separated data points in the gaussian distribution,
or (σH − σL) is relatively high, θ can be considered as
180◦. Intuitively, it creates the feature representations of
sl and sh completely different. Also, λAOL becomes zero
as cos(zl, zh) is -1. No further penalization happened on
pseudo-unknown generator, optimized for Lh.
Case-3 {θ = others}: For any other angle between the
0, and 180 degrees, the value of the λAOL regularizer is
determined as per (1) and is used to penalize the pseudo-
unknown generative network.
Thus the angle between the zl and zh vectors determines
how much the λAOL regularizer will penalize the pseudo-
unknown generator for generating adversarial outliers so
that they can be dissimilar to the pseudo-known samples.

3. Analysis on Outlier Scattering Loss

Figure 2. t-SNE visualization of the metric space due to optimiza-
tion using (a) Reciprocal Points classification loss [2] (b) our Out-
lier Scattering Loss over Indian Pines dataset

Our Oulier Scattering Loss is philosophically similar to
the reciprocal points classification loss [3], where the re-
ciprocal relation ensures that the higher the distance of an
unknown query ∈ Qaug from a known class true prototype
Py , the lesser the probability of that query belonging to that
known class. The reciprocal points [2] are external learnable
parameters representing the extra-class space information
of each known class. Minimizing the reciprocal points clas-
sification loss, a query is classified as known or unknown
based on the otherness with reciprocal points. During re-
ciprocal points optimization, the known classes are spread
towards the feature space periphery, limiting the unknown
samples in a bounded open space. However, in multi-class
classification, reciprocal points repel the outliers and cre-
ates a fixed cluster in open-space closer to the closed-set
distribution reducing separation margin and lag transferable
knowledge over the meta-learning episodes. Hence, unlike
[2], we pull these outliers towards an open-space prototype
to learn transferable knowledge over the episodes and max-
imize the separation margin from closed-set. Also, recip-
rocal points do not help feature extractor to extract suitable
support and query features in metric learning. In contrast,
we compute the Outlier Scattering Loss on the set of known
class prototypes P and the prototype representing the open

space, PU . When multiple known class and open set sam-
ples come in interaction, the fine-grained outlies are scat-
tered in open space and pulled towards PU , increasing the
margin from the closed boundaries. Combined with com-
paction loss and outlier calibration loss, the Outlier Scat-
tering Loss is also used to optimize the feature extractor to
generate relevant support query features in metric learning.

In Fig. 2, when we use the traditional reciprocal points in
our methodology, we see that known-unknown samples re-
main unscattered, forming a cluster like known classes and
residing in very close vicinity of one of the known classes
in metric space. It hampers the outlier detection capability
and produces reduced OpenOA and AUROC values. Nev-
ertheless, when we use prototype-based scattering loss, the
known-unknown and pseudo-unknown data points are scat-
tered uniformly over the metric space and eventually help
in better outlier detection, thus boosting OpenOA and AU-
ROC. Table 2 shows that our prototype-based Outlier Scat-
tering Loss implementation gives a higher OpenOA and
AUROC than the reciprocal loss. We gain 7.49%, 11.37%,
8.2%, 8.63% OpenOA, and 14%, 10.36%, 5.47%, 9.68%
AUROC over the Indian Pines, University of Pavia, Salinas,
and Houston-2013 datasets, respectively.

4. Experimental results on mini-imageNet
Even though MORGAN applies to generic image

datasets, we evaluated it on the hyperspectral imaging (HSI)
datasets, given their enormous real-life applications, costly
annotations, and absence of a land-cover map for the entire
globe. Nonetheless, the table below shows that MORGAN
beats the existing methods convincingly on mini-Imagenet.

Table 3. 5-shot comparison on miniImageNet dataset
mini-Imagenet (5-way)

Model 1-shot 5-shot
ClosedOA AUROC ClosedOa AUROC

OpenMax [1] 63.69 62.64 80.56 62.2
PEELER [6] 65.86 60.57 80.61 67.35

SnaTCHer [5] 67.60 69.40 82.36 76.15
OCN [8] 66.89 69.73 82.33 74.97

MORGAN [ours] 69.22 72.65 84.87 79.61

5. Consequence of noise variations
Case-1 σL < σH: In the presence of moderate standard
deviation σ = σH − σL of an in isotropic Gaussian distri-
bution in Fig. 3a, pseudo-fine-grained outliers are generated
surrounding the closed boundary. Hence, we obtain good
closedOA, openOA and AUROC results.
Case-2 σL ≈ σH: Many pseudo-known samples erro-
neously get recognized as outliers due to very low marginal
seperation σ = σH − σL for pseudo-unknown sample gen-
eration. It causes a reduced closedOA value. (Fig. 3b)



Table 4. 1, 5, 10, 15-shot FSOSR performance comparison of the proposed MORGAN over four benchmark hyperspectral datasets
Shot Indian Pines Pavia University Salinas Houston-2013

ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC ClosedOA OpenOA AUROC
1-shot 91.47±0.14 87.42±0.08 90.83±0.12 79.88±0.16 85.22±0.21 90.11±0.09 83.24±0.17 90.22±0.14 91.96±0.12 77.15±0.22 89.20±0.15 91.06±0.12
5-shot 95.09±0.18 90.43±0.24 95.59±0.12 81.11±0.19 92.18±0.18 92.98±0.14 86.64±0.09 93.70±0.11 94.99±0.11 83.64±0.21 92.18±0.14 95.17±0.16
10-shot 96.12±0.26 92.37±0.27 96.21±0.15 84.05±0.25 93.65±0.23 93.71±0.33 88.39±0.21 94.52±0.35 95.77±0.21 85.85±0.27 93.72±0.31 95.88±0.19
15-shot 96.95±0.22 93.45±0.19 96.84±0.19 86.53±0.17 95.10±0.12 94.11±0.21 90.25±0.12 95.96±0.15 96.29±0.15 87.96±0.37 94.51±0.19 95.99±0.17

Figure 3. Effect of the noise variance on two generators respon-
sible for generating pseudo-known and outlier samples, when (a)
σL < σH (b) σL ≈ σH (c) σL << σH . The blue region indi-
cates the region for sampling a noise vector to generate a pseudo-
known sample. Also, another noise vector is sampled from the
surrounding orange zone to generate a pseudo-unknown sample.

Case-3 σL << σH: Finally in Fig. 3(c) due to
σL << σH , pseudo-outliers mix with other known class
samples, reducing OpenOA.

6. Influence of incrementing support set size
In Table 4, we have shown the results of MORGAN by

gradually incrementing the support set size with a value
of 5. We can see that the overall MORGAN perfor-
mance for the three evaluation metrics increases over all
the four HSI datasets due to higher support set information
about known classes. It increases closed-set data density
by extracting relevant known support features and directly
helps in boosting closedOA. Also, due to compact abating
closed bound generation, fine-grained pseudo-unknowns
and known-unknowns become better discriminable. Thus
the openOA and AUROC also increase. For the Indian
Pines dataset, ClosedOA and AUROC values almost got sat-
urated from 10-shot to 15-shot with very high performance
≈ 97%. Similarly, we observe approximately 1.5% gain
on all evaluation metrics over other datasets for 10-shots to
15-shots evaluation.

7. Effect of different loss components based on
inner-loop optimization algorithm

Fig. 4 represents the loss curves due to the different
combinations of objective functions in training the MOR-
GAN feature extractor. In MORGAN, two generative net-
works generate the pseudo-known and unknown samples in-
ternally in an episode as per Algorithm 2, and they are opti-
mized by either using MAML [4] or Reptile [7]. However,
we observe that the optimization choice between MAML or
Reptile for adversarial sample generation and augmentation
with support and query features to enhance the open-closed

Figure 4. Feature extractor loss decay comparison for 5-shot
FSOSR over Salinas dataset using MAML [4] (row1) and Reptile
[7] (row2)-based pseudo feature generation, (a) only compaction
loss decay b) optimization with compaction and scattering loss (c)
three-fold loss optimization using compaction, scattering, and out-
lier calibration loss.

data density has a profound consequence in optimizing the
feature extractor.

While we use only compaction loss to optimize the fea-
ture extractor, we see a sudden dip in the loss curve for the
MAML based pseudo sample generation during the initial
training epochs. Afterward, the loss increased and grad-
ually converged to a higher value than the Reptile-based
feature generation, which converged quite smoothly. The
Reptile-based adversarial feature generation converged with
slight fluctuations when we added scattering loss to the
compaction loss. Whereas for MAML based generation, the
loss suddenly increased sharply after 500 epochs, continues
fluctuations, and then decays at 900 epochs. Finally, when
we add the outlier loss to the compaction and scattering loss,
we see a very smooth convergence with a minor fluctuation
in Reptile based feature hallucination. Still, MAML contin-
ues suffering from highly oscillating loss decay.

Based on these observations, we can envisage that since
the MAML is a second-order optimization technique, the
model parameters fail to converge at a global optimum
quickly and suffers from gradient explosion. The param-
eters mostly converge to saddle points in the loss plane,
where slight perturbations to the model parameters cause
fluctuations with high dip and rise. Sometimes, it fails to
converge at all. On the other hand, Reptile based optimiza-
tion helps update generative components quickly due to
its first-order optimization. Interestingly, Reptile-produced
pseudo-open samples lie closely in metric space to their
known counterpart. Hence we observe smooth decay when
augmenting pseudo features with support query features.



8. MORGAN model parameters

Figure 5. The layer wise summary of the feature extractor fφ
following R3CBAM in OCN[8]

Figure 6. The layer wise summary of GHθ

Figure 7. The layer wise summary of DHϕ
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